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Recognizing the Second Annual Better Than Success Women in Real Estate Summit in the City of
Philadelphia.
WHEREAS, The 2018 Women in Real Estate Summit is a one-day intensive real estate investing summit
featuring a line-up of all-star women operating in the real estate industry. The event is dedicated to giving
investors and investor hopefuls the skills and knowledge needed to achieve their real estate investing goals and
build wealth through real estate; and

WHEREAS, The Women in Real Estate Summit will offer lectures and panels featuring dozens of women who
have achieved success in various parts of the real estate industry. Real estate investor and agent Attiyah Blair
will deliver a lecture on “How to Build a Million Dollar Real Estate Portfolio in One Year”. Chief Operating
Officer of Stonebay Holdings, Kerry Faix, will discuss “Raising Private Capital to Invest in 100+ Unit
Apartment Buildings”. The lecture on “Finding Your Innovation Investing in Real Estate” will be delivered by
real estate investor and agent Stephanie Somers; and

WHEREAS, Throughout the summit, attendees will learn how to build a lucrative real estate portfolio, flourish
as a developer, build a real estate team, invest in real estate, research price trends, develop real estate contracts,
use social media and grow their businesses. In addition to lectures and panels, the event will feature opening
remarks from leadership expert Ryan N. Boyer and a live Better Than Success podcast interview with
developer Leslie Smallwood-Lewis; and

WHEREAS, The summit is organized by entrepreneur, author, real estate investor, and podcaster Nicole Purvy.
Nicole is the leader and founder of the Better Than Success Real Estate League. Better Than Success Real
Estate League is a premier educational and networking resource for new and existing real estate investors. The
group is one of the largest of its kind in the City of Philadelphia. Nicole’s career includes several noteworthy
accomplishments. She has written and published a critically-acclaimed book “The AntiHustle: Start a Six
Figure Business in One Year”, and her Better Than Success podcast was named one of the best podcasts for
entrepreneurs by Entrepreneur Magazine. Nicole also launched the first annual Philadelphia Real Estate Week,
which was held in June 2018; now, therefore, be it

RESOLVED, BY THE COUNCIL OF THE CITY OF PHILADELPHIA, That we hereby recognize the Second
Annual Better Than Success Women in Real Estate Summit in the City of Philadelphia.
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